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Is there anything more beautiful than an â€œAâ€• in Algebra? Not to the Lial team! Marge Lial, John

Hornsby, and Terry McGinnis write their textbooks and accompanying resources with one goal in

mind: giving students all the tools they need to achieve success. Â  With this revision, the Lial team

has further refined the presentation and exercises throughout the text. They offer several exciting

new resources for students that will provide extra help when needed, regardless of the learning

environment (classroom, lab, hybrid, online, etc)â€“new study skills activities in the text, an

expanded video program available in MyMathLab and on the Video Resources on DVD, and more!

Â  Â Note: ThisÂ  is the standaloneÂ book, if you want the book/access card and DVD order the

ISBN below;  Â   0321799070 / 9780321799074 Intermediate Algebra, and MyMathLab/MyStatLab

-- Valuepack Access Card, Student&#39;s Solutions Manual for Intermediate Algebra, Video

Resources on DVD with Chapter Test Prep for Intermediate Algebra Package   Package consists

of:Â Â Â   0321262522 / 9780321262523 MyMathLab -- Valuepack Access Card  0321715411 /

9780321715418 Intermediate Algebra  0321715829 / 9780321715821 Student&#39;s Solutions

Manual for Intermediate Algebra  0321715845 / 9780321715845 Video Resources on DVD with

Chapter Test Prep for Intermediate Algebra Â 
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My college book store charges 215.00 to buy this book, and 150 to rent it. I rented it from  for the

entire semester and it only cost me 18.98 including tax and shipping. Can't beat that! And when the



book arrived it looks pretty much new! Return shipping at the end of the semester is free. Best deal

around for a college student!!

The seller claimed that this was a new product and when it arrived the access code for the books

online portion was already scratched off and used. This is ridiculous that it is claimed to be new and

the code is already used. Meaning the book was already used.

This book worked great for me in my math class. It has a great way of having multiple examples for

each section and has a great overview of formulas at the end of the book. This book was very

helpful and I actually was able to understand math for a change.

a usefull book for math learners. very detailed and have lots of helpful examples. walk you thruough

all the important matterials that you need to know as an intermediate algebra student.it help you to

evaluate your knowledge by the tests that you can find at the end of each chapter. happy that i

bought it. :)

+1 on the other reviews. This was super-expensive, and described as New including the access

code, but the scratchy had already been scratched off of the access code (which is single-use).

Wish I had noticed the other reviews before I bought. This is the first time I've purchased something

via  that felt fraudulent.

It should be made clear in the description that MyMathlab needs to be purchased separately. The

blurb about this coming with new resources is misleading.

This book is an outstanding treatment of basic algebra concepts. It is an efficient tool for learning, as

most people learn by having concepts explained in a succinct way and then seeing the concepts

applied in a number of examples. This book hits it out of the park in that regard. I teach for a

university of students, many of whom have part-time jobs. Such learners can appreciate this book

when compared to other more verbose, wandering tomes. This book stresses how to solve the

problems using concepts just presented. There are opportunities for full chapter reviews (at the end

of each chapter) and full reviews of the book up to various points at the end of each chapter

(cumulative reviews). Answers to odd-numbered problems are located at the back of the book.

Whether you are a self-learner or a student whose time is precious, I can't recommend this book



highly enough.

Merchant never responded to my questions in regards to state of book, Also as update as the book

was missing over 10 pages when I was trying to do homework decided to send it back merchant

charged $33.99 as restocking fee for a used-not so good book that was missing the complete

review and homework of chapter 2 without me actually looking through the rest to see what else it

was missing. Stay away from Ecampus terrible merchant, and apparently no Customer service

whatsoever!
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